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NEGRO YOUTH SPEAKS

ALAIN LOCKE

THE Younger Generation comes, bringing its gifts. They
are the first fruits of the Negro Renaissance. Youth speaks,
and the voice of the New Negro is heard. What stirs inarticu-
lately in the masses is already vocal upon the lips of the tal-
ented few, and the future listens, however the present may
shut its ears. Here we have Negro youth, with arresting vi-
sions and vibrant prophecies; forecasting in the mirror of art
what we must see and recognize in the streets of reality to-
morrow, foretelling in new notes and accents the maturing
speech of full racial utterance.

Primarily, of course, it is youth that speaks in the voice of
Negro youth, but the overtones are distinctive; Negro youth
speaks out of an unique experience and with a particular repre-
sentativeness. All classes of a people under social pressure
are permeated with a common experience; they are emotion-
ally welded as others cannot be. With them, even ordinary
living has epic depth and lyric intensity, and this, their material
handicap, is their spiritual advantage. So, in a day when art
has run to classes, cliques and coteries, and life lacks more and
more a vital common background, the Negro artist, out of the
depths of his group and personal experience, has to his hand
almost the conditions of a classical art.

Negro genius to-day relies upon the race-gift as a vast
spiritual endowment from which our best developments have
come and must come. Racial expression as a conscious motive,
it is true, is fading out of our latest art, but just as surely the
age of truer, finer group expression is coming in-for race
expression does not need to be deliberate to be vital. Indeed
at its best it never is. This was the case with our instinctive
and quite matchless folk-art, and begins to be the same again
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as we approach cultural maturity in a phase of art that promises
now to be fully representative. The interval between has been
an awkward age, where from the anxious desire and attempt
to be representative much that was really unrepresentative has
come; we have lately had an art that was stiltedly self-con-
scious, and racially rhetorical rather than racially expressive.
Our poets have now stopped speaking for the Negro-the
speak as Negroes. Where formerly they spoke to others and
tried to interpret, they now speak to their own and try to
express. They have stopped posing, being nearer the attain-
ment of poise.

The younger generation has thus achieved an objective atti-
tude toward life. Race for them is but an idiom of experience,
a sort of added enriching adventure and discipline, giving
subtler overtones to life, making it more beautiful and interest-
ing, even if more poignantly so. So experienced, it affords
a deepening rather than a narrowing of social vision. The
artistic problem of the Young Negro has not been so much
that of acquiring the outer mastery of form and technique
as that of achieving an inner mastery of mood and spirit.
That accomplished, there has come the happy release from
self-consciousness, rhetoric, bombast, and the hampering habit
of setting artistic values with primary regard for moral effect
-all those pathetic over-compensations of a group inferiority
complex which our social dilemmas inflicted upon several un-
happy generations. Our poets no longer have the hard choice
between an over-assertive and an appealing attitude. By the
same effort they have shaken themselves free from the min-
strel tradition and the fowling-nets of dialect, and through
acquiring ease and simplicity in serious expression, have carried
the folk-gift to the altitudes of art. There they seek and find
art's intrinsic values and satisfactions-and if America were
deaf, they would still sing.

But America listens-perhaps in curiosity at first; later, we
may be sure, in understanding. But-a moment of patience.
The generation now in the artistic vanguard inherits the fire
and dearly bought achievement of another generation of cre-
ative workmen who have been pioneers and path-breakers in
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the cultural development and recognition of the Negro in the
arts. Though still in their prime, as veterans of a hard strug-
gle, they must have the praise and gratitude that is due them.
We have had, in fiction, Chestnutt and Burghardt Du Bois;
in drama, Du Bois again and Angelina Grimke; in poetry
Dunbar, James Weldon Johnson, Fenton and Charles Bertram
Johnson, Everett Hawkins, Lucien Watkins, Cotter, Jameson;
and in another file of poets, Miss Grimke, Anne Spencer, and
Georgia Douglas Johnson; in criticism and belles lettres,
Braithwaite and Dr. Du Bois; in painting, Tanner and Scott;
in sculpture, Meta Warrick and May Jackson; in acting, Gilpin
and Robeson; in music, Burleigh. Nor must the fine collab-
oration of white American artists be omitted; the work of
Ridgeley Torrence and Eugene O'Neill in drama, of Stribling,
and Shands and Clement Wood in fiction, all of which has
helped in the bringing of the materials of Negro life out of
the shambles of conventional polemics, cheap romance and
journalism into the domain of pure and unbiassed art. Then,
rich in this legacy, but richer still, I think, in their own endow-
ment of talent, comes the youngest generation of our Afro-
American culture: in music Diton, Dett, Grant Still, and
Roland Hayes; in fiction, Jessie Vauset, Walter White, Claude
McKay (a forthcoming book); in drama, Willis Richardson;
in the field of the short story, Jean Toomer, Eric Walrond,
Rudolph Fisher; and finally a vivid galaxy of young Negro
poets, McKay, Jean Toomer, Langston Hughes and Count&e
Cullen.

These constitute a new generation not because of years only,
but because of a new esthetic and a new philosophy of life.
They have all swung above the horizon in the last three years,
and we can say without disparagement of the past that in that
short space of time they have gained collectively from pub-
lishers, editors, critics and the general public more recognition
than has ever before come to Negro creative artists in an entire
working lifetime. First novels of unquestioned distinction,
first acceptances by premier journals whose pages are the am-
bition of veteran craftsmen, international acclaim, the conquest
for us of new provinces of art, the development for the first
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time among us of literary coteries and channels for the contact
of creative minds, and most important of all, a spiritual quick-
ening and racial leavening such as no generation has yet felt and
known. It has been their achievement also to bring the artistic
advance of the Negro sharply into stepping alignment with
contemporary artistic thought, mood and style. They are
thoroughly modern, some of them ultra-modern, and Negro
thoughts now wear the uniform of the age.

Through their work, these younger artists have declared
for a lusty vigorous realism; the same that is molding con-
temporary American letters, but their achievement of it, as it
has been doubly difficult, is doubly significant. The elder gen-
eration of Negro writers expressed itself in cautious moralism
and guarded idealizations; the trammels of Puritanism were
on its mind because the repressions of prejudice were heavy
on its heart. They felt art must fight social battles and com-
pensate social wrongs; "Be representative": put the better foot
foremost, was the underlying mood. Just as with the Irish
Renaissance, there were the riots and controversies over Synge's
folk plays and other frank realisms of the younger school, so
we are having and will have turbulent discussion and dissatis-
faction with the stories, plays and poems of the younger Negro
group. But writers like Rudolph Fisher, Zora Hurston, Jean
Toomer, Eric Walrond, Willis Richardson, and Langston
Hughes take their material objectively with detached artistic
vision; they have no thought of their racy folk types as typical
of anything but themselves or of their being taken or mistaken
as racially representative. Contrast Ellen Glasgow's Barren
Ground with Thomas Nelson Page, or Waldo Frank's Holiday
with anything of Mr. Cable's, and you will get the true due
for this contrast between the younger and the elder generations
of Negro literature; Realism in "crossing the Potomac" had
also to cross the color line. Indeed it was the other way
round; the pioneer writing of the fiction of the New South
was the realistic fiction of Negro life. Fortunately just at the
time the younger generation was precipitating out, Batouala
came to attention through the award of the Prix Goncourt to
Ren6 Maran, its author, in 1923. Though Batouala is not of
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the American Negro either in substance or authorship, the
influence of its daring realism and Latin frankness was educa-
tive and emancipating. And so not merely for modernity of
style, but for vital originality of substance, the young Negro
writers dig deep into the racy peasant undersoil of the race
life. Jean Toomer writes:

"Georgia opened me. And it may well be said that
I received my initial impulse to an individual art from my
experience there. For no other section of the country has
so stirred me. There one finds soil, soil in the sense the
Russians know it,-the soil every art and literature that
is to live must be imbedded in."

The newer motive, then, in being racial is to be so purely for
the sake of art. Nowhere is this more apparent, or more
justified than in the increasing tendency to evolve from the
racial substance something technically distinctive, something
that as an idiom of style may become a contribution to the
general resources of art. In flavor of language, flow of phrase,
accent of rhythm in prose, verse and music, color and tone
of imagery, idiom and timbre of emotion and symbolism, it is
the ambition and promise of Negro artists to make a distinctive
contribution. Much of this is already discernible. The inter-
esting experiment of Weldon Johnson in Creation: A Negro
Sermon, to transpose the dialect motive and carry it through
in the idioms of imagery rather than the broken phonetics of
speech, is a case in point. In music such transfusions of racial
idioms with the modernistic styles of expression has already
taken place; in the other arts it is just as possible and likely.
Thus under the sophistications of modern style may be de-
tected in almost all our artists a fresh distinctive note that the
majority of them admit as the instinctive gift of the folk-
spirit. Toomer gives a musical folk-lilt and a glamorous
sensuous ecstasy to the style of the American prose modernists.
McKay adds Aesop and peasant irony to the social novel and
folk clarity and naivet6 to lyric thought. Fisher adds the
terseness and emotional raciness of Uncle Remus to the art
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of Maupassant and O. Henry. Walrond has a tropical color
and almost volcanic gush that are unique even after more than
a generation of exotic word painting by master artists. Lang-
ston Hughes has a distinctive fervency of color and rhythm,
and a Biblical simplicity of speech that is colloquial in deriva-
tion, but full of artistry. Roland Hayes carries the rhapsodic
gush and depth of folk-song to the old masters. Count&e
Cullen blends the simple with the sophisticated so originally
as almost to put the vineyards themselves into his crystal
goblets.

There is in all the marriage of a fresh emotional endowment
with the finest niceties of art. Here for the enrichment of
American and modern art, among our contemporaries, in a
people who still have the ancient key, are some of the things
we thought culture had forever lost. Art cannot disdain the
gift of a natural irony, of a transfiguring imagination, of
rhapsodic Biblical speech, of dynamic musical swing, of cosmic
emotion such as only the gifted pagans knew, of a return to
nature, not by way of the forced and worn formula of Roman-
ticism, but through the closeness of an imagination that has
never broken kinship with nature. Art must accept such gifts,
and revaluate the giver.

Not all the new art is in the field of pure art values. There
is poetry of sturdy social protest, and fiction of calm, dispas-
sionate social analysis. But reason and realism have cured us
of sentimentality: instead of the wail and appeal, there is chal-
lenge and indictment. Satire is just beneath the surface of
our latest prose, and tonic irony has come into our poetic wells.
These are good medicines for the common mind, for us they
are necessary antidotes against social poison. Their influence
means that at least for us the worst symptoms of the social
distemper are passing. And so the social promise of our recent
art is as great as the artistic. It has brought with it, first of all,
that wholesome, welcome virtue of finding beauty in oneself;
the younger generation can no longer be twitted as "cultural
nondescripts" or accused of "being out of love with their own
nativity." They have instinctive love and pride of race, and,
spiritually compensating for the present lacks of America,
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ardent respect and love for Africa, the motherland. Gradually
too, under some spiritualizing reaction, the brands and wounds
of social persecution are becoming the proud stigmata of
spiritual immunity and moral victory. Already enough prog-
ress has been made in this direction so that it is no longer true
that the Negro mind is too engulfed in its own social dilemmas
for control of the necessary perspective of art, or too de-
pressed to attain the full horizons of self and social criticism.
Indeed, by the evidence and promise of the cultured few, we
are at last spiritually free, and offer through art an emanci-
pating vision to America. But it is a presumption to speak
further for those who in the selections of their work in the
succeeding sections speak so adequately for themselves.

m1I,
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